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Diving into Mastery Guidance for Educators

Diving

Deeper

Deepest



Aim
• Calculate and compare the area of rectangles (including squares), and 

including using standard units, square centimetres and square metres 
and estimate the area of irregular shapes.



DivingArea of rectangles

4cm × 2cm = 8cm²

What is the area of this 
rectangle if each square is 1cm²?



DivingArea of rectangles

What do these rectangles (including 
the square) have in common?

16cm

1cm

2cm

8cm

4cm

4cm

They all 
have an area 

of 16cm².



Area of rectangles Deeper

Which statements 
are false?

True.

False. Squares (rectangles 
with four equal sides) 
can have greater areas 
than other rectangles.

False. A 1cm × 20cm 
rectangle has the same area 
as a 4cm × 5cm rectangle.

If the side lengths of a rectangle are 
not whole numbers, but decimal 
numbers, then we can still use the 
multiplication rule to find the area.

If a rectangle's sides are not all the 
same length, it will always have a 
greater area than a rectangle which 
has all sides equal.

A rectangle with a 1cm side will 
always have a smaller area than a 
rectangle whose shortest side is 4cm.



Area of rectangles Deeper

A rectangle has an area 
of 72cm².

Its longest side is double the
length of its shortest side.

What do its sides measure?

6cm

12cm



Area of rectangles Deepest

Look at the view of these 
fields from above:

pigs

cows sheep

Pigs: 
60m × 60m 
= 3600m²

Sheep: 
80m × 30m 
= 2400m²

Cows: 
same size as 
sheep’s field 
= 2400m²

Total 
= 8400m²

The pigs’ field is a 
square with sides 
60m long.

The cows’ and 
sheep’s fields are 
identical rectangles.

The sheep’s field 
is 80m along its 
longest side.

Can you use this 
information to work 
out the area of each 
field and the total 
area of the fields 
together?



Dive in by completing your own activity!

Area of rectangles
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